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Abstract
OpenPGP is one of the two major standards for end-to-end

email security. Several studies showed that serious usability
issues exist with tools implementing this standard. However,
a widespread assumption is that expert users can handle these
tools and detect signature spoofing attacks. We present a user
study investigating expert users’ strategies to detect signature
spoofing attacks in Thunderbird. We observed 25 expert users
while they classified eight emails as either having a legitimate
signature or not. Studying expert users explicitly gives us an
upper bound of attack detection rates of all users dealing with
PGP signatures. 52% of participants fell for at least one out
of four signature spoofing attacks. Overall, participants did
not have an established strategy for evaluating email signature
legitimacy. We observed our participants apply 23 different
types of checks when inspecting signed emails, but only 8 of
these checks tended to be useful in identifying the spoofed or
invalid signatures. In performing their checks, participants
were frequently startled, confused, or annoyed with the user
interface, which they found supported them little. All these
results paint a clear picture: Even expert users struggle to
verify email signatures, usability issues in email security are
not limited to novice users, and developers may need proper
guidance on implementing email signature GUIs correctly.

1 Introduction

Signatures can provide end-to-end protection of the authen-
ticity and integrity of email messages. Yet, Müller et al. [19]
showed that verifying email signatures and displaying the
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result of the verification in a graphical user interface (GUI) is
very challenging. Among others, they described weak signa-
ture forgeries that mimic GUI elements of a valid signature
closely, but not perfectly. Upon close inspection, the user
can detect that the GUI elements are fake. For example, they
used HTML and CSS to include a green signature validation
banner, but the fake banner was positioned incorrectly and did
not provide the interactivity of the original. They classify the
forgery as weak because they argue that vigilant users can de-
tect it. In this work, we examine a subset of their attacks and
attempt to answer the following question: Which strategies
do users employ to detect email signature spoofing, and how
susceptible do these strategies leave them to these attacks?

We answer this question by interviewing expert users of
Thunderbird, who frequently use signatures and are familiar
with public-key cryptography, digital signatures, and their
email clients. We conducted a user study with participants
drawn from attendees of FOSDEM 2020 – a European open
source developer conference that also hosted an OpenPGP key
signing party. Two pre-studies at the Chaos Communication
Camp and Congress in 2019 informed the design of this study.

Our study participants were asked to use Thunderbird and
its OpenPGP-plugin Enigmail to inspect eight semantically
identical emails. Four of these emails contained a valid sig-
nature, and four contained an invalid signature. The invalid
signatures were forgeries similar to the weak forgeries in [19].
The participants had to decide whether a signature was legiti-
mate or not. As they were expert users, this gives an upper
bound on how well users can detect such attacks.

Our results indicate that even expert users have no effective
strategies to detect email signature spoofing attacks, leading
to 52% of our participants failing to detect at least one out of
four forged email signatures. Our participants’ checks were
diverse: They applied 23 different checks when inspecting
the attack emails. Of these checks, only 8 tended to be helpful
to identify spoofed signatures. Also, the GUI often startled or
perplexed the participants.

To counter the lack of effective user strategies to detect
email signature spoofing attacks and the resulting suscepti-
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bility to these attacks, email clients should offer guidance
to users so they perform the most effective checks and are
deterred from making ineffective ones. The GUI should make
affordances [21] immediately apparent. We believe a way
forward is to follow the results pertaining to supporting devel-
opers [18] and offer guidance to developers of email clients in
creating GUIs that actively support users in detecting attacks.
The core contributions of our research are:

• We give an overview of the checks expert users apply in
their strategies to verify email signatures (section 5.1)
and assess the usefulness of these checks to detect weak
forgery attacks (section 5.2).

• We present the first upper bound baseline regarding ex-
pert users’ performance in email signature spoofing de-
tection (section 5.3).

• We present an overview of usability issues and how these
prevent effective detection of spoofed signatures and
instead increase user risk and uncertainty (section 5.5).

• We make the study materials, research artifacts, and
evaluation tools available as open-source.1

2 Background on Email and OpenPGP

Emails [5] consist of two parts, a header and a body, where
the header is a list of (name, value) fields and the body is
ASCII text. The header contains the sender address, recip-
ient address, and other metadata, while the body contains
the actual content of the message. With MIME [9], emails
internally become a tree-structure that can contain not only
text but also other data types such as images, attachments, and
digital signatures as defined in the OpenPGP standard [3, 7].

Verifying Email Signatures When rendering an email, the
client has to clearly communicate each signature’s validity,
origin, and scope through the GUI to the user. This can be very
difficult. Most email clients do not attempt to handle all signed
parts at any layer but instead support only a single signed
element, omit the scope of the signature, omit information
about the signer, or otherwise simplify the process. Such
clients require additional security checks.

OpenPGP Signer vs. Email Sender OpenPGP does not
require that the signer’s identity is identical to the sender in
the email header. A secure email client should either enforce
that the sender and signer have the same email address, in
which case they can omit the signer identity from the signature
verification result, or include the signer identity in the result,
in which case the user is responsible for checking it.

OpenPGP Key Management Any digital signature could
have been generated by anyone at first sight. To make
signatures useful in the context of email, the signing key
has to be bound to a user identified by an email address.

1https://github.com/SECUSO/email-signature-expert-study

Early OpenPGP implementations favored decentralized key
management requiring manual validation, either directly or
through the Web of Trust. Today, many users expect auto-
matic key validation, and the most popular solution is the
centralized key server keys.openpgp.org with 290k keys (Feb.
2022), where the email address is validated by sending a reg-
istration link. In addition, various domain-based proposals
exist, such as DNS TXT records, DNSSEC/DANE [40], or
HTTPS via the Web Key Directory (WKD).

3 Related Work

Human Aspects of Secure Email In their seminal work
in 1999, Whitten and Tygar [38] evaluated the usability of
PGP 5.0 in the Eudora email client with a cognitive walk-
through and user test (12 novice users). They demonstrated
several serious usability issues. Follow-up works by other
authors have studied PGP 9.0 in Outlook Express (pilot study
with six novice users) [32], PGP support in Mailvelope (20
student participants) [28], and PGP support in Outlook 2016,
Thunderbird and Maildroid (12 participants) [23], as well
as with Enigmail and Mailvelope (52 non-technical partici-
pants) [16]. Due to these usability issues, it was found that
while users want to use secure email [25] and find it impor-
tant [22], adoption of email standards like OpenPGP and
S/MIME is low.

Besides usability issues, the key management is often iden-
tified as a reason for the low adoption [22, 35]. One proposed
mitigation of these key management issues is the automation
of the related tasks [2, 11, 27]. For example, Garfinkel et
al. [10] propose to accept all keys and only notify the user
if the key differs from a previously used one. However, au-
tomation can have negative effects, as Ruoti et al. [29] note.
Another solution proposed by Roth et al. [24] is rather to use
in-person verification than trust certificate authorities. Lerner
et al. [15] proposed combining this social approach with au-
tomation using Keybase, a service allowing users to link
their public keys and social media accounts. Their proposal
“Confidante” was well received by the study participants and
reduced the time spent on key management while reducing
the number of critical errors. Unfortunately, none of these
proposals have been adopted, which means that the key man-
agement issues remain. The focus of our paper, however, is
on the potential usability issues for expert users.

Several researchers have investigated how the usability is-
sues can be addressed. Tolsdorf and Lo Iacocno [37] proposed
to use persuasive design to improve the design of secure email
GUIs. Ruoti et al. [26] found several ways to increase un-
derstanding of email encryption: a short delay and dialogue
when encrypting or decrypting emails, a dedicated composer
for encrypted emails (separate from the composer for unen-
crypted emails), and tutorials. Lausch et al. [14] analyzed the
usability of novel security indicators in email clients and iden-
tified envelopes, torn envelopes, and postcards as promising
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candidates for future designs. However, text indicators might
be enough: Stransky et al. [34] found in their comparison of
several security indicators that simple text labels such as “en-
crypted” are as effective. Furthermore, their results indicate
that icons can even lead to negative perceptions of the users.
Gaw et al. [12] give an example of how a bad design can lead
to annoyance. They found that the practice of connecting the
encryption status of an email to the urgency status of that
email led users to avoid encryption for regular emails.

One may argue that McGregor et al. [17] already studied
expert users in the context of secure email communication.
However, their focus was on encryption, while our focus is
on signed emails and expert users’ ability to detect email
signature spoofing attacks. In their investigation of the tools
used by journalists in the year-long “Panama Papers” project,
they found that the tools used were perceived as highly usable
and useful by the involved journalists, allowing them to meet
confidentiality goals for the entire duration of the project.

Email Signature Spoofing Research indicates that signa-
tures might be at least as desirable for users as encryption.
Reuter et al. [22] found that the primary concern in terms
of secure email is protection against others impersonating
a trustworthy sender. The authenticity provided by digital
signatures can fulfill exactly this role.

Müller et al. [19] describe three classes of weak signature
spoofing attacks that can be detected by users of email clients:
(1) UI Attacks are directed at the presentation of signature val-
idation results in the email client. The attacker crafts an email
containing an image that mimics a legitimate signature vali-
dation. (2) ID Attacks are directed at the potential mismatch
between the sender and the signer of an email. An attacker
creates a legitimately signed email with the attacker’s key and
then manipulates the email headers such that the signature
looks like it was made by the sender instead. (3) MIME At-
tacks are directed at the complex MIME processing in email
clients. The attacker gets a legitimately signed email from the
victim and then constructs a new email that shows the same
signature for a different content.

Other attacks on email signatures include covert content
attacks [20], where an attacker attempts to acquire legitimate
signatures unbeknownst to the signer, and spoofing attacks at
the transport level for DKIM signatures [4]. However, these
two types are not in the scope of our research.

4 Methodology

This research aims to investigate the strategies of expert
users when deciding whether a signature is legitimate (i.e., a
valid signature from the correct sender) and which individual
checks these strategies comprise.

4.1 Research Questions

Our investigation is guided by five research questions:

RQ1 [Checks & Strategies]
(a) Which checks do experts of OpenPGP email signatures
in Thunderbird apply to discern legitimate from illegitimate
signatures?
(b) How does the participants’ overall strategy for the ap-
plication of the checks look like?

RQ2 [Usefulness of Checks]
(a) Which checks helped participants to correctly discern
legitimate from illegitimate email signatures?
(b) Which checks did not help participants to correctly dis-
cern legitimate from illegitimate email signatures?
(c) Which checks used by the participants pushed partici-
pants to incorrect decisions when discerning legitimate from
illegitimate email signatures?

RQ3 [Performance of Participants]
Were experts successful in detecting attacks, i.e., discerning
legitimate from illegitimate email signatures?

RQ4 [Predictability of Success]
(a) Is it possible to predict the outcome of discerning le-
gitimate from illegitimate email signatures based on the
outcome of the SA-6 scale?
(b) Is it possible to predict the outcome of discerning le-
gitimate from illegitimate email signatures based on the
outcome of the RSeBIS scale?
(c) Is it possible to predict the outcome of discerning le-
gitimate from illegitimate email signatures based on self-
reported expertise with email signatures?
(d) Is it possible to predict the outcome of discerning le-
gitimate from illegitimate email signatures based on the
self-reported frequency of OpenPGP usage in Thunderbird?

RQ5 [User Perceptions]
How did participants perceive the process of investigating
the legitimacy of message signatures?

4.2 Study Design
Two pre-studies informed the design of our main study.

4.2.1 Ethics

While our institutions did not mandate ethical approval for
this study, our study fulfills all requirements of our institutions
regarding studies with humans. The study procedure and data
collection was approved by the data protection authority, also
ensuring data minimization. The study had an informed con-
sent form (see appendix A.1), explaining how to withdraw
from the study and including a privacy policy. Participants
received a debriefing, where the attacks were explained and
any remaining concerns or questions of the participants were
addressed. Additionally, we provided our contact data to par-
ticipants in case of further questions or concerns. The video
and audio recordings, as well as the questionnaire responses,
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were encrypted when stored or in transit. Only researchers
approved by our data protection authority had access.

4.2.2 First Pre-Study

The goal of the first pre-study was to identify the most widely
used email clients and signature standards among our target
participant group of expert users. This study was held at the
summer camp 2019 of the Chaos Computer Club (CCC) in
Germany, attended mainly by IT security enthusiasts and inter-
net activists. Participants were recruited by approaching them
on the campground and asked on the spot how often they use
OpenPGP and S/MIME signatures and which email clients
they use. We collected data from 23 participants. The results
showed that Thunderbird with Enigmail was the most popular
option, with 12 participants stating to use it regularly. Other
options might have yielded insufficient sample sizes in our
main study. Therefore, we focused on OpenPGP signatures
in Thunderbird with Enigmail for our study.

4.2.3 Selection of Attacks for the Study

Based on the decision to focus on OpenPGP signatures in
Thunderbird (68.4.1) with Enigmail (2.1.5), we designed a
set of four attack emails with illegitimate signatures for this
specific scenario. These four attack emails are loosely based
on the “weak forgery” class described in [19]. Our study
covered the UI redressing and ID attacks, and we added a new
typo-domain case. Due to time constraints, MIME attacks
were excluded. Other attacks in [19] were perfect forgeries at
the cryptographic API layer and not relevant to our study. In
detail, the eight used emails were as follows (cf. figure 1):

Legitimate (4x) Email with a legitimate signature. Enig-
mail shows a green bar “Good signature from Bob
<bob@code-audit.org>”. An extended view of this email
using all GUI elements is depicted in figure 2.

Broken-Signature (1x) Email with a broken signature.
Enigmail shows a yellow bar “Unverified signature”.

Redressing (1x) Email with an inline image of Enigmail’s
original green bar at the top of the email body. The sim-
ulated bar shows a green bar “Good signature from Bob
<bob@code-audit.org>” and scales with the window but
does not react to mouse clicks.

Conflicting-Signer (1x) Email signed by a different, easy
to spot identity. Enigmail shows a green bar “Good
signature from Celine <celine@example.org>”.

Conflicting-Signer-Subtle (1x) Email signed by a different,
hard to spot identity. Enigmail shows a green bar “Good
signature from Bob <bob@code-audil.org>”.

These messages are meant to imitate the work of an attacker,
who can can send and arbitrarily modify email messages.
They can also create new identities and have public keys for
these new identities placed as trusted in Alice’s keychain (to
emulate key validation automation like WKD).

(a) Legitimate

(b) Broken-Signature

(c) Redressing

(d) Conflicting-Signer

(e) Conflicting-Signer-Subtle, note the ‘l’ instead of ‘t’

Figure 1: Legitimate email and attack emails as displayed in
Thunderbird 68.4.1 using Enigmail 2.1.5.
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Header Information

Mail Content

Enigmail Banner
with Statement 

and Signer
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More Button

Enigmail Security
Info Statement

Mail Source

Key Property Dialog

Figure 2: Overview of the Thunderbird 68.4.1 and Enigmail 2.1.5 GUI.

Our study aimed to evaluate the email client security in-
dicators. All test emails were constructed such that their
legitimacy could be deduced by only using the GUI elements.
It was not required to inspect the source code or make further
assumptions about the email context to identify the invalid
signatures. All email messages had identical headers and text
to ensure that our expert users focus on the available GUI
elements when evaluating email signature’s legitimacy. The
GUI elements are depicted in figure 2. Additional technical
descriptions of the attacks can be found in appendix C.

To our knowledge, there are no well-established strategies
what security checks users should perform and in which order.
The following strategy would at least uncover the attacks in
this study: First, check that the banner shows a valid signature.
Second, check that the banner is the correct indicator in this
email client and that the banner is at the right location. Third,
check that the signer and the sender are identical.

4.2.4 Study Procedure

Our goal in designing the study procedure was to allow the
participants as much freedom as possible and to perform all
the checks they normally would and capture their thoughts.

Therefore, we decided to use a think-aloud protocol [39] and
have the participants perform all study tasks on a prepared
study laptop, where they could inspect all emails in a fully
functional Thunderbird instance. All instructions and ques-
tionnaires were shown in a Firefox browser on this laptop and
were implemented as surveys on the SoSciSurvey2 platform.

Our study consisted of four parts (see figure 3). A Python
script automated progression between the parts and started
the screen and audio recording at the start of the third part.

Part 1 - Informed Consent and Explanations The partic-
ipants had to consent to their participation and the analysis of
their data (cf. appendix A.1.1). They received the instructions
(cf. appendix A.1.2), including that their task would be to as-
sess the legitimacy of email signatures. They were thus fully
primed and the detection rates represent upper bounds. We
discuss this design decision in section 4.4. To progress to the
second part and start the actual decision tasks, the participants
had to close the Firefox browser (cf. figure 3).

Part 2 - Introductory Questionnaire Participants had to
fill an introductory questionnaire (see appendix A.2). It

2https://www.soscisurvey.de/
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Part 1:
Informed 

consent and 
explanations

Part 2:
Introductory 

questionnaire

Close browser 
when instructed
by questionnaire 

to do so

Part 3: 
Assessment of eight emails regarding their signatures legitimacy

Inspect email in 
Thunderbird 

window

Answer short 
questionnaire 

regarding 
legitimacy

Part 4:
Closing 

questionnaire

Close browser 
when instructed
by questionnaire 

to do so

Close browser when instructed
by questionnaire to do so

Close Thunderbird
window after inspection

Study proceeds
automatically to 

part 4

Figure 3: Overview of the four parts of our study.

queried whether the participant had participated in one of our
previous studies. Those participants were not eligible to pro-
ceed. Furthermore, the questionnaire included five questions
to measure the participants’ self-reported expertise with email
encryption and signatures and one question on how often they
use OpenPGP encrypted and signed emails in Thunderbird
on average. The questionnaire ended with instructions for
the third part. Therein, participants were asked to vocalize
all thoughts and describe what they are doing during the as-
sessment tasks, beginning from the moment they see the first
email up to the point when they have made their decision re-
garding the legitimacy of the last of the emails. The detailed
instructions can be found in appendix A.1.2. Again, partici-
pants would proceed to the next part by closing the Firefox
browser displaying the questionnaire (cf. figure 3).

Part 3 - Assessment of Emails The participants were in-
structed to judge if a given email message was legitimately
signed by bob@code-audit.org. All participants saw all eight
emails listed in section 4.2.3 in a random order. The email
messages were shown one at a time. The random order served
to minimize any ordering bias. The Thunderbird interface
was reset after each email message so that there was only one
message in the inbox at any time, and participants could not
jump back and forth between messages. During this part of
the study, we captured the laptop screen and recorded audio
of the participants thinking aloud. If the participants did not
say anything, the experimenters reminded the participants to
vocalize and explain their thoughts and actions. After inspect-
ing each email message, a short questionnaire popped up, in
which the participants could indicate their decision about this
message and optionally note any issues they encountered.

Part 4 - Closing Questionnaire The closing questionnaire
included the Refined Security Behavior Intentions Scale (RSe-
BIS [30]) and the Security Attitudes scale (SA-6 [8]).

4.2.5 Second Pre-Study

We performed a second pre-study to pilot the study procedure
described above. This second pre-study was held at the Chaos
Communication Congress 2019, attended by an audience
very similar to the summer camp. Participants were recruited
by approaching attendants directly and handing out leaflets.
Overall, we performed nine full runs of the OpenPGP study
procedure. These runs allowed us to improve the setup and the

emails the participants inspected. For example, some partici-
pants falsely classified emails as illegitimate due to missing
trace headers, i.e., Received, or other artifacts that we did
not anticipate. These issues were corrected for the final study
and steered the participants towards focusing on the graphical
security indicators. Also, we addressed a data recording issue
preventing full recordings for the think-alouds.

4.2.6 Main Study

We conducted our main study at the Free and Open Source De-
veloper Meeting (FOSDEM) in February 2020 in Brussels.3

Like the CCC venues, this event is attended by IT specialists,
but with a focus on Open Source rather than IT security.

Participants were recruited similarly to the second pre-
study by approaching attendees directly and using leaflets.
Additionally, FOSDEM 2020 hosted a room for Mozilla with
a scheduled talk on Thunderbird development, and one of
the co-located events at FOSDEM was a large OpenPGP
key signing party. We used both of these opportunities for
recruiting. If an attendee was interested in participating in
our study, they were asked if they frequently use Thunderbird
with Enigmail (OpenPGP) and if they already had participated
in our pre-studies. Those that had were excluded. Similarly,
participants who stated not to use Thunderbird with OpenPGP
frequently were excluded. We then explained the study’s goal
and the task participants would have to perform.

Overall, we conducted think-aloud sessions with 33 par-
ticipants. Of these 33 participants, two had to be excluded
since their questionnaire data indicated they did not use Thun-
derbird, three were excluded since they could not be consid-
ered expert users (scored lower than 2 on average in our self-
reported expertise questions with no individual value larger
than 2), two were excluded due to interruptions by third-party
attendees, and one was excluded due to missing consent (pre-
sumably in error). This left us with 25 valid recordings of
think-aloud sessions of expert users classifying signatures.

4.3 Analysis
Qualitative Analysis The think-aloud recordings were tran-
scribed, including the mouse cursor actions and dialogues ap-
pearing on screen. Then qualitative analyses were performed

3Note that this was before the COVID-19 pandemic started, and in-person
studies were still unproblematic: https://archive.fosdem.org/2020/
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using an inductive coding approach [36] with two indepen-
dent coders. The two coders created the codebook based on
the research questions (cf. section 4.1) and an initial coding
of three transcripts. Both coders coded five more transcripts
to ensure inter-rater reliability (IRR). As a measure for IRR,
Krippendorff’s α was used. The value of α = 0.71 indicates
a moderate IRR, which is acceptable given our unstructured
think-aloud data and the exploratory nature of our study. The
remaining 17 transcripts were coded independently, eight by
one coder and nine by the other. The coders met to discuss
changes or additions to the codebook as they arose from newly
coded transcripts. The final codebook contained 69 codes in
seven categories (see appendix B for the full codebook).

Quantitative Analysis For the SA-6 and RSeBIS scales and
our self-reported expertise questions, the mean of all values
for each participant was used in the correlation analyses. For
the frequency of use, the answer for each participant was
normalized to days per year.

4.4 Limitations

Our participants were sampled from a non-diverse group of
people attending FOSDEM in person. As the conference was
in Brussels, we expect the participants to be primarily from
Belgium and adjacent countries. Therefore, our results might
not generalize to other populations. The quantitative results
would benefit from a larger sample. Yet, further data collec-
tion was prevented by the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Participants were self-selected based on leaflet advertising
and word of mouth. We asked participants to not share details
of the study with others, but could not control communication
between the participants and attendees outside the study. We
did not observe any reactions of one participant to another.

Our participants were explicitly tasked with identifying
whether a given email signature was legitimate or not. Thus,
they were likely to check more thoroughly than under real-
world circumstances. Priming our participants in this way was
intentional. We wanted to capture our participants’ strategies
validly even in the first email. We decided that priming our
participants to use these strategies throughout the study would
be the prudent way to collect this data. Our findings can thus
be seen as an upper bound of the expert users’ capabilities.
Six participants even mentioned at least once during the ex-
periments, after identifying an attack, that they might fall for
this in real life: “But I don’t usually do these checks unless I
know I am actively being targeted, like right now.” -P6.

For our qualitative analysis, we rely on think-aloud data,
which does not guarantee a complete insight into our partic-
ipants minds and reasoning. We cannot rule out that some
checks were not verbalized and are thus missing in our data.

Finally, the delay in our research due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic has seen Enigmail being integrated into Thunderbird,
and as a result, the GUI changed. We describe these differ-
ences and discuss their impact on our results in section 6.

# Checks n

Not related to PGP signatures
1 Header Information 113
2 Mail Content 41
3 Mail is Classified as Junk 1
4 Mail is Encrypted 1

Related to Redressing Attacks
5 GUI Behaves Unexpectedly 31
6 Alternative Message Views 8

Related to Enigmail GUI
7 Banner Indicator 116
8 Compare Signer to Sender 54
9 Security Info Statement 43

10 Fingerprint 39
11 Letter Icon Status 17
12 Banner Position 15
13 Banner Signer 15
14 Signature Date 14
15 Crypto Algorithms 4

Related to Key Management
16 Sender’s Key 22
17 Signer’s Key is Signed with Own Key 11
18 Key Property Trust Statement 8
19 Key Validity 6
20 Key is in Keyring 5
21 Keyring 5
22 Key Creation Date 3

Mail Source
23 Mail Source 86

Proposed Checks
1∗ Compare Fingerprint to Known One 11
2∗ Mail Source 7
3∗ Fingerprint 6
4∗ Out of Band Verification 4
5∗ Recheck with GPG on Command Line 3
6∗ Keyring 2
7∗ Key Revocation 1
8∗ Signature Date 1

Table 1: Overview of the checks applied by our participants
and how often they were applied. The checks are grouped
regarding the five categories that emerged from the coding
and sorted in descending order of their frequencies. The
“Proposed Checks” at the bottom of the table are the checks
that participants talked about but did not perform.

5 Results

In the following, we present the results of our study regarding
the five research questions outlined in section 4.1.

5.1 RQ1: Checks & Strategies
5.1.1 Checks Applied by Participants

We identified 23 distinct checks in the transcripts of the 25
think-aloud sessions (cf. table 1). The checks are generally
named after the information or GUI element that is inspected
by the participant. See figure 2 for an overview of Thun-
derbird’s GUI. Participants applied on average 9.8 distinct
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checks (median: 10, sd: 2.5) across all emails. Overall, the
23 checks were applied 659 times by our participants, with
an average of 3.3 (median: 3, sd: 2.0) checks per email.

From the qualitative coding, five categories of checks
emerged: (1) checks based on information not related to
OpenPGP signatures, (2) checks based on information related
to redressing attacks, (3) checks based on information related
to the Enigmail GUI, (4) checks related to key management,
and (5) checks based on inspecting the email source code.
In the following, we discuss the checks in each category. In
addition to the checks applied during the study, participants
also proposed additional ones. These proposed checks will
be discussed at the end of this section.

Checks Not Related to OpenPGP Signatures These
checks are not related to the signatures at all. They are based
on inspecting information even found in emails without sig-
natures. Checking the Header Information is the most fre-
quently applied check in this category with 113 applications.
It includes all the header information displayed in Thunder-
bird’s GUI, e.g., sender, recipient, subject, or date and time.
The Mail Content was inspected 41 times. The remaining
two checks, i.e., whether the Mail is Classified as Junk and
whether the Mail is Encrypted were both applied only once.
None of these checks can detect the attacks in our study.

Checks Related to Redressing Attacks The following two
checks are not related to email signatures but allow detecting
the Redressing attack. The most frequently applied check
is a reaction when the UI Behaved Unexpectedly, which oc-
curred 31 times. Usually, the first encounter with the fake
banner prompted this check. Most participants correctly in-
terpreted the unresponsive GUI and adopted these checks for
subsequent emails. The second check in this category is in-
specting the message in an Alternative Message View, such
as in plaintext, in simple HTML, or looking at what a reply
would contain. This check was applied only eight times.

Checks Related to Enigmail GUI These checks directly
relate to the information displayed by the Enigmail GUI. The
most frequently applied check (116 times) is checking the
Banner Indicator, i.e., the statement (“Good signature”, “Un-
verified signature”, etc.) and color of the Enigmail banner,
which both essentially communicate the same information
to the user. This check can detect the Broken-Signature at-
tack. The second most frequently used check is to Compare
Signer and Sender (54 applications). This check can detect
two of the four attacks in our study (i.e., Conflicting-Signer
and Conflicting-Signer-Subtle). Another two checks that were
somewhat similarly often applied are inspecting the Security
Info Statement (applied 43 times) and checking the Finger-
print (applied 39 times). The Security Info Statement displays
information similar to the Enigmail banner and allows detec-
tion of the same attack. All remaining checks were applied
less than 20 times. Of these, checking the Letter Icon Status
is the most useful, allowing to identify the redressing attack

with a first-level GUI element. However, this check is only
possible if the user spots that this indicator is missing.

Checks Related to Key Management Some participants
ventured beyond Thunderbird to perform checks related to
their keychain. However, these checks were not used very
frequently. Inspecting the Sender’s Key (e.g., the existence
of subkeys) is the most frequent check (22 applications) and
checking whether the Signer’s Key is Signed with Bob’s Key
is the second most frequently applied check (11 applications).
All other checks were applied less than 10 times.

Checking the Mail Source Another relatively popular
check (86 applications) was inspecting the Mail Source.
While some participants just screened it in general, some
inspected specific information, such as Received headers.

Proposed Checks Participants proposed several checks
which they did not perform. Inspecting fingerprints is the
most common theme, with 11 participants stating that outside
the study setting they would try to Compare the Fingerprint
to a Known One and another six participants stating that they
might check the Fingerprint in more detail (without specify-
ing how they would perform this check). Some of the checks
were mentioned as potential further avenues but did not seem
to be required at the time, for example: “So, I see some stuff
that I could look at if I was at all suspicious that I probably
haven’t been looking at before.” -P14. Other checks were not
possible in the study, such as an Out of Band Verification: “In
this case I would call Bob on the phone.” -P10.

5.1.2 Overall Strategy for Application of Checks

Figure 4 exemplifies how our participants transitioned from
one check to the next for the Redressing email. While a path
with just two checks emerges, when following the transitions
with the highest probabilities (participants realize that the
GUI Behaves Unexpectedly and then inspect the Mail Source),
figure 4 illustrates how participants did not seem to follow
a pre-determined path for every mail. Only three of our 25
participants took this direct path, as expected from the prob-
abilities. Instead, each new email was the start of a treasure
hunt, as we watched our participants explore the Enigmail
GUI. Consequently, there was a great variety in the order
that checks were applied. Among the 42 transitions between
checks we observed for the Redressing email, only in four
instances are the transition probabilities above 50%. Often it
seemed that participants were not sure what they were look-
ing for next, as illustrated by P6 when they, after opening a
dialog containing details of the signing key, uttered “I don’t
know why I check this. . . ”. This lack of a common strategy
is consistent across all attacks (cf. appendix F). There is
one exception to this though: if a participant checks the Mail
Source, it is most frequently the last check they perform. This
is, however, contrasted by many checks with a high fan-out
and similar probabilities for the subsequent checks.
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Figure 4: Participants’ transition probabilities from one check
to another for the Redressing email. The most likely transition
after each check is drawn in bold and red. Due to rounding,
the probabilities for each node might not add up to 100%.

From inspecting the transition graphs of each email, a few
additional relevant observations become apparent. For the
Broken-Signature email, participants did not seem to trust the
Banner Indicator check. Instead, when following the path
of highest probabilities, participants would also check the
Security Info Statement. This is noteworthy since the word-
ing regarding the signature’s validity differs slightly in these
two checks. While the Enigmail banner reads “Unverified
signature”, the statement in the security info dialogue reads
“Bad signature”. The latter seems to have had a much stronger
impact on the participants’ decision. Participants’ suspicion
might also have been caused by them being primed.

For the Redressing attack, both first-level Enigmail GUI
elements are present among the checks: The banner and the
letter icon. However, while the (spoofed) banner is among
the first elements our participants checked, the Letter Icon
Status is only ever checked after other checks were performed.
This illustrates how a missing security indicator poses prob-
lems and might not be recognized by the participants, which
replicates findings from other domains [6, 31].

For the Conflicting-Signer and Conflicting-Signer-Subtle
email, several participants needed only one check, namely to
Compare Signer to Sender. For the Conflicting-Signer attack
this even represents the path with the highest probability (cf.
figure 11 in appendix F).

5.2 RQ2: Usefulness of Checks
In order to understand which checks contributed most to par-
ticipants’ detection of the attacks, we coded each of the checks
regarding whether it pushed them towards the right decision,
towards the wrong decision, or did seemingly not contribute

Figure 5: How the checks influenced participants’ decision for
the emails with illegitimate signatures. Checks from table 1
not appearing here were only applied in the legitimate case.

to the decision (neutral). The latter case occurred in particu-
lar when participants could not interpret the information they
checked, e.g.: “I don’t know what it what it [sic.] means, does
it mean the signature does not match the content of the body
or does it mean there is no trust part. That’s unclear.” -P16.
We leave instances where participants did not comment on a
certain check out of the analysis to not introduce unnecessary
interpretation and bias into our results.

Figure 5 gives an overview of how each check influenced
the decision of the participants when inspecting the emails
with illegitimate signatures. Unsurprisingly, the checks based
on information not related to email signatures are among
the least effective. Two of the checks based on information
provided by Enigmail or information found in the keyring, i.e.,
checking the Crypto Algorithms and checking whether the
Signer’s Key is Signed with Bob’s Key, did not prove useful
to the participants either. However, they were rarely used.

The most frequently applied check Banner Indicator
pushed our participants as often towards a correct decision
as it did towards an incorrect decision. This points towards
severe issues with this most prominent part of Enigmail’s
first-level GUI elements. The issues arise when we look
at the decisions for the Redressing, Conflicting-Signer, and
Conflicting-Signer-Subtle emails. In these attacks, the banner
color is green, and the banner contains the text “Good signa-
ture”. For the Redressing email, the Banner Position is the
better check, but it requires the participants to know how the
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Figure 6: Overview of correct and incorrect classifications for
the valid and each of the four attack emails.

interface is supposed to look and to recognize the difference.
For the other two emails, the “Good signature” statement is
insofar misleading as it does not reflect the expectations of
the participants as will be further discussed in section 5.5.

When participants Compare Signer and Sender it mostly
guides them towards the correct decision. Making this com-
parison as easy as possible would greatly benefit detecting
the corresponding attacks. The more reliable but far less fre-
quently used first-level GUI element is the Letter Icon. It
is placed in the header area, and a click on it leads to the
also relatively helpful Security Info Statement. Thus it might
provide a better template for future designs.

Checking the Mail Source also stands out: It pushed more
participants towards an incorrect decision than a correct one.
Specifically, participants misinterpreted the information they
saw or inspected header information that did not help them.
Also, this check exhibits the highest number of neutral ratings
where participants could not interpret the information they
saw, e.g., P17 pondered : “Another weird segment. I am
probably not knowledgeable enough regarding MIME parts.”

5.3 RQ3: Performance of Participants
Figure 6 shows an overview of the correct and incorrect re-
sponses for the valid mails as well as each of the attacks. It
becomes apparent that our participants were fairly successful
in discerning legitimate and illegitimate emails. However,
overall 52% of participants failed to detect at least one of
the attacks (average 0.76 attacks per participant, median = 1,
sd = 0.97). Thus, these misclassifications are not due to re-
peated failures by a few participants, but they seem to be
fairly evenly distributed among the participants.

When looking at the attacks individually, figure 6 clearly
shows that the more intricate the attacks become, the more
difficulties even expert users have. The Conflicting-Signer-
Subtle attack was the most successful, with 40% of partici-
pants falling for it. This is likely due to two issues. Firstly,
this attack is presumed to take place after the corresponding
key for bob@code-audil.org was imported into the victim’s

RSeBIS SA-6 TE FoU CR

RSeBIS ρ 1 ∗∗.760 .341 .226 −.195
Sig. – < .001 .095 .278 .351

SA-6 ρ ∗∗.760 1 ∗∗.586 .304 .014
Sig. < .001 – .002 .139 .946

TE ρ .341 ∗∗.586 1 ∗.464 −.201
Sig. .095 .002 – .019 .336

FoU ρ .226 .304 ∗.464 1 −.091
Sig. .278 .139 .019 – .665

CR ρ −.195 .014 −.201 −.091 1
Sig. .351 .946 .336 .665 –

Table 2: Overview of the investigated Pearson correlations
ρ. In all cases n = 25. Calculations are 2-tailed. ∗/∗∗ marks
significance at the .05/.01 level. TE = Technical Expertise,
FoU = Frequency of Usage, CR = Ratio of Correct Responses

keyring, e.g., by automated key retrieval such as WKD, lead-
ing to a green Enigmail banner signaling a valid signature
to the victim. Secondly, the discrepancy between signer and
sender was minimal, with the two differing in only one letter,
which even looks similar at first glance. The effect of a more
obvious discrepancy between signer and sender can be seen in
our easier Conflicting-Signer case: only 12% of participants
fall for this attack. Similarly, 12% of participants fall for
the Redressing attack. The Broken-Signature email was still
classified as legitimate by one participant because they found
the key which was used to originally sign the (subsequently
manipulated) email in their keyring.

5.4 RQ4: Predictability of Success

We wanted to investigate whether the participants’ security
behavior intention (RSeBIS scale), security attitude (SA-6
scale), self-reported technical expertise, or the frequency of
use (uses of OpenPGP and Thunderbird per year) might be
used as predictors of the ratio of correct responses for each
participant. This investigation is considered exploratory, with
correlations between RSeBIS, SA-6 and the participants’ per-
formance deemed not unlikely and the other two constructs
being completely exploratory. Yet, from the correlation analy-
sis with Pearson’s ρ (cf. table 2), it becomes quickly apparent
that none of the measures can serve as a meaningful predictor.
In contrast, the measures seem to be predictors for each other,
particularly for RSebis and SA-6 as expected [8].

5.5 RQ5: User Perceptions

We observed many participants blaming themselves for any
possible errors or slips that might have decreased their success
in labeling the messages correctly. E.g., P18 already took it
onto themselves to write down the key fingerprint of Bob,
but then still said they did not do enough due diligence: “I
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did write down the SHA256 signature, and they didn’t match.
Something is fishy. And now I regret that I didn’t write down
the creation and expiration dates. Insufficient due diligence.”
-P18 From a usable security perspective, this seems absurd –
a tool should never expect the user to write down or compare
dates or long strings when it could just do it itself.

P24 was able to point out that in our Conflicting-Signer-
Subtle email the signer’s address had a typo. However, they
decided to label the message as legitimately signed anyway,
since they perceived Enigmail’s statement “valid signature”
to be trustworthy, outweighing their concerns about address
inconsistencies: “I think this email signature is legit [selects

“legitimate signature”]. However, the email header was some-
how, um... worked with. It’s just a guess, because I assume
that Enigmail has also correctly verified the signature that
is shown as correct. Where the discrepancy with the email
address From-field comes from, I just don’t know.” -P24. This
was, however, the only instance where a participant noticed
the address inconsistency but still went on to labeled the mes-
sage as legitimately signed.

Four participants were upset when they realized that Enig-
mail was not pointing out that that signer was different from
the sender, e.g.: I would say this one is legit. [Pause] Except
that it is signed by Celine... What?! OK. That is quite strange
that Thunderbird does not claim anything about, like, it’s
signed by a different guy than the sender! -P3. The remain-
ing participants who noticed inconsistencies between signer
and sender were mostly confused or insecure and could not
pinpoint where the issue was exactly. However, they were
able to recognize that something was off and thus labeled the
message as illegitimate, accordingly.

As mentioned in section 5.1.2, our participants did not
seem overly determined by neither having a certain, strict
click-path nor a set of known indicators to look for. Instead,
our participants were often startled, confused, or even an-
noyed when navigating the GUI elements offered to them by
Enigmail and Thunderbird. P23 simply gave up on finding
more information on the keys in their key chain after look-
ing for, but not finding it, in three different places: “[After
a very long search through Thunderbird’s settings, looking
for PGP Keys] Personally this is taking too long for me right
now. [closes settings] That’s why I cancel this [clicks on
Inbox in folder selection] and would claim the email is just
not trustworthy and stick to my first impression.”

In summary, even for our sample of expert users, the task
of recognizing illegitimate OpenGPG signatures is generally
accompanied by haphazardness and uncertainty.

6 Changes in Newest Thunderbird Version

Our study was conducted in 2020 with Thunderbird 68.4.1
and Enigmail 2.1.5. Since then, Thunderbird 78.2.1 has been
released with built-in OpenPGP support [33]. Thus, we re-
evaluated the presented attacks with the newest version of

Thunderbird (91.5.0) and discuss which study results are rele-
vant to the newest version, or for email signatures in general.

Overall Assessment of Changes Figure 7 shows a valid
email in Thunderbird 91.5.0. It uses new design elements and
the signature validity status is not as prominent as in previous
versions (cf. figure 1). The Enigmail banner and the letter icon
were replaced with one button in the header area. The button
is labeled “OpenPGP,” and an icon shows the signature status
in green color. Upon pressing the button, a new dialogue
appears. It contains a short signature status statement, the
signer key ID, and a button that allows inspecting the key and
the encryption status. While the newer interface is cleaner and
contains just one first-level and one second-level GUI element,
we also see negative properties. For example, the colored area
in previous versions was much larger (cf. figure 1), which
made the email validity more immediately apparent.

Figure 7: Legitimate email displayed in Thunderbird 91.5.0.

Relevance for Broken-Signature Email (Figure 9) The
validity status became clearer. The wording is now “Invalid”
email instead of “Unverified” email as it was previously. Also,
the red color in the icon signifies the email invalidity. On the
negative side, the colored area is much smaller.

Relevance for Redressing Email Our Redressing email has
a now obsolete design and would not work in current versions
of Thunderbird. Yet, since the validity indicator is not being
displayed for unsigned emails in newer Thunderbird versions
as well, the base issue remains. More research is needed to
determine the viability of such attacks in the new GUI.

Relevance for Conflicting-Signer and Conflicting-Signer-
Subtle Email (Figure 8) Detection of conflicting signer and
sender got easier in newer Thunderbird versions. A red lock
directly shows if the signer is not equal to the sender. Clicking
the OpenPGP symbol reports Uncertain Digital Signature and
allows the user to review the signer’s key, which can make
the detection of these attacks easier for users.

Yet, a bug allows bypassing this security indicator. By
using two From headers (a technique from [19]), we were
able to have Thunderbird 91.5.0 display a green icon. Our
analysis revealed that the first From header was used to display
the message sender. The second From header was used for the
message sender validation and for displaying the name of the
user in the list of emails. Thus, the second From header also
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Figure 8: Thunderbird 91.5.0 notifies users about an uncertain
digital signature when signer and sender differ.

includes a display name of Bob. This attack is only detectable
by investigating the message signer in the third-level GUI
(after clicking on the OpenPGP icon and the icon View signer
key). We reported this issue to the Thunderbird developers,
who plan a fix in the upcoming release.

Thunderbird 91.5.0 implements a custom key management
instead of relying on the local GPG keyring. Thus, possibly in-
secure configurations where keys are side-loaded and trusted
by a mechanism like WKD are less likely. Yet, OpenPGP key
validation remains an open problem for Thunderbird users.

7 Discussion

Implications Thunderbird and Enigmail as used in our study
have since been replaced with a built-in solution. Yet, our
most important result remains unimpaired by this change:
Even our expert user participants had no effective strategies
to assess whether email signatures were legitimate or not.
Instead, participants explored the interface as they went and
exhibited much uncertainty about what to check. Some of
the most frequently performed checks are of questionable
usefulness, e.g., inspecting the Mail Source.

However, the users are not to blame here. We saw users
baffled by the GUI or overwhelmed by the complexity of the
necessary checks. The GUI needs to give meaningful sup-
port to the user when they need to perform these complex
checks with obvious affordances [21] that invite to perform
useful checks and deter from performing unuseful ones. This
becomes particularly apparent when sender and signer differ.
This discrepancy is not highlighted in the Conflicting-Signer
and Conflicting-Signer-Subtle emails. This was perplexing
for users, and we agree with this assessment. The problem
seems to be that the signature is technically valid (i.e., no
manipulation of the email), but the email context carries the
additional expectation that it is only legitimate if it was signed
by the sender. Honoring these expectations is what developers
should strive for, and supporting developers in achieving this
task by mapping out these expectations in an easily digestible
way is the future work ahead of us as research community.
Our work also highlights that email client GUIs need trust-
worthy zones where security status indicators can reside to

impact the viability of Redressing attacks. Future work is
needed to formulate proper guidelines in this respect.

Also, our research supports the results of earlier studies.
Most checks relating to key management, e.g., checking the
Key Validity, leave at least as many participants in uncertainty
or lead them to incorrect decisions as they helped participants.
Similarly, the signature GUI seems geared towards checking
for simple manipulations, not more sophisticated attacks. In
both cases (key management and usability issues), our work
extends the existing research, which reports on the usability
issues surrounding encryption and digital signatures. Yet, the
“upper bound” detection rates in our results due to the priming
of our participants underlines the severity of these issues.

Recommendations We believe that the proper long-term
solution for end-to-end email security is shifting the ecosys-
tem from indicating secure messages to warning about (po-
tentially) insecure messages. This is important, because
the absence of security indicators is often overlooked by
users [6, 31]. The security of systems should not rely on
users checking for the presence of indicators. However, to
avoid warning fatigue [1], this shift can only happen after
end-to-end secured email has become the default for email
communication. In this chicken-and-egg problem, it is up to
current tools to help adoption by implementing these security
features as usable as possible.

Overcoming the complexity of checking a signature’s legit-
imacy before hand-off to the user plays a key role. We believe
an approach based on allowlists of secure MIME structures,
as described in [13] to classify emails is key to achieving
this. In particular harnessing the power of crowd-sourcing
to maintain and extend such allowlists seems like a desirable
approach. Based on these allowlists, we envision that email
clients automate as many checks as possible and that inter-
faces distinguish four cases: (a) the legitimate case, where the
signed email’s structure is in the allowlist and the signature is
validly signed by the sender; (b) the illegitimate case, where
the signed email’s structure is in the allowlist, but the signa-
ture is not valid or not from the sender; (c) the check case,
where the signed email’s structure is not in the allowlist and
the GUI has to support the user in performing useful checks;
and (d) the unsigned case, where the email is not signed.

Coloration to distinguish the cases may support users. Yet,
the colors should be chosen to be accessible by users with
colorblindness.4 Also, the fourth case should not be skipped
as is currently the case for most email clients. Such “missing
indicators” rely on the user realizing that the indicator is not
there, which has been proven to be problematic. This would
introduce a source of conflicting information for Redressing
attacks and thus make them easier to spot for users.

4E.g. https://davidmathlogic.com/colorblind/ can be used to
choose suitable colors.
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A Procedure

Original instructions as presented to all participants of the
study. Text enclosed by “<” and “>” denotes comments that
were not contained in the original material.

A.1 Informed Consent and Explanation
A.1.1 Informed Consent (Page 1)

Dear participant, thank you for taking part in this study! Your
participation will take only about 20-30 minutes of your time,
but will help us tremendously in understanding the usage of
email encryption and signatures.

We are researchers from the University of Applied Science
Münster and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. Our goal
in this study is to investigate the usage and perception of
e-mail encryption and signatures. This study comprises the
following steps:

1. Informed consent (this page)

2. Instructions and introductory questions

3. Assessment of eight (8) emails regarding their signatures’
legitimacy

4. Closing questionnaire

We will ask you to vocalize your thoughts while looking at
the emails. In order to get a better understanding of your per-
ceptions of the emails, both, your voice and your interaction
on the screen will be recorded. The basis for the collection
and analysis of the data is our data privacy policy [DE/EN].

Your participation is voluntary. If you wish to withdraw
your participation before, during or after the completion of the
survey, you can do so. If withdrawing, all data recorded up
until this point will be discarded and deleted. For withdrawal
from the survey once you have completed it, you will need to
provide the participant code that you see below. Please write
it down on the piece of paper provided to you.

Participant code: <randomly generated>

Please check the box below to indicate your agreement to
participate in the study.

� I am at least 18 years old and agree to participate in the
study under the conditions as stated above.

A.1.2 Explanation (Page 2)

Dear participant, thank you for agreeing to participate in this
study! To complete this study, you have to progress through
four parts which are described in the following.

Note: Throughout the study, you will be asked to close pro-
gram windows in mutiple instances. This is an essential part
of the study and represents having completed the respective
task. Therefore, be sure to close the program windows only,
once you have completed the respective task. In particular,
when answering questionnaires only close the windows, once
the questionnaire instructs you to do so or your answers might
be lost.

Part 1: Informed consent and explanation This part is
the one you currently see. It comprised your agreement to
participate in this study (previous page) and explains the tasks
comprised in this study (this page).

Part 2: Introductory questionnaire In this part, the task
is to fill a questionnaire with questions about your usage of
email encryption and signatures as well as questions regarding
your IT background.
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Part 3: Assessment of eight emails regarding their signa-
ture’s legitimacy This part comprises the tasks of rating the
legitimacy of the signatures of eight emails. Each rating task
encompasses the following two steps:

1. Each email will be opened in a dedicated Thunderbird
window, allowing you to check the legitimacy of the
signature. Once you have decided whether or not the
signature is legitimate, you will have to close the Thun-
derbird window.

2. Once the Thunderbird window is closed, a short question-
naire in which you have to indicate whether the signature
is legitimate or not will be opened automatically. Hav-
ing completed the questionnaire for the respective email,
you will be instructed to close the respective browser
window in order to advance to the next email. However,
after completing the questionnaire of the 8th (last) email,
you will automatically continue with part 4 of the study,
without the need to close the window.

These two steps are repeated for each of the eight emails.
Note that each email should be rated in isolation, i.e. the
emails do not reference each other and should be rated on its
own.

In order to get a better understanding of your perceptions
of the emails, we will ask you to vocalize your thoughts and
to explain your actions while looking at the emails. Talk out
loud constantly, telling everything you are thinking beginning
from the moment you see the first email up to the point when
you have made your decision regarding the legitimacy of the
last of the emails. Please try to not plan out what you are
going to say and do not try to explain your thoughts. Just act
as if you were alone in the room and talking to yourself. Your
voice and your interaction on the screen will be recorded. The
recording of the screen and your voice will start automatically
at the beginning of this part.

Part 4: Closing questionnaire
This part comprises a final questionnaire.

This procedure with all four parts is illustrated in the follow-
ing: <Inline image of procedure, see Figure 3.>

A.2 Introductory Questionnaire
1. Have you participated in a study on email encryption

and signatures at either the Chaos Communication Camp
2019 or the Chaos Communication Congress 2019?

# Yes # No

2. Please describe how you usually check if an email you
received is legitimate or was sent by a scammer.
Please do not include any sensitive information about
other people in your answer.

<Multiline free text form>

3. Are there any additional checks you would perform on
all incoming emails if you knew you were at risk of
being specifically targeted?
Please do not include any sensitive information about
other people in your answer.

<Multiline free text form>

4. Please indicate to what extent the following statements
apply to you. <Likert items from (1) “does absolutely
not apply to me” to (5) “absolutely applies to me”>

• I use email encryption and signatures regularly
• I am confident in my ability to use email encryption

and signatures (PGP, S/MIME, etc.)
• I feel confident in being able to explain how to

operate the email encryption and signature scheme
I use (PGP, S/MIME, etc.) to others

• When encountering problems handling encrypted
or signed emails I usually know what the problem
is

• I believe I would recognize emails with invalid
signatures

5. I handle PGP encrypted and signed emails in Thunder-
bird on average about <dropdown>

# once
# twice
# three times
# four times
# five times
# more than five times
# I don’t handle PGP encrypted / signed emails

per <dropdown>

# hour
# day
# week
# month
# year
# I don’t handle PGP encrypted / signed emails

<new page>

For this part of the study, please assume the following:

• You are Alice, a software developer at SecurePay24.

• Your email address is alice@securepay24.de.

• Your company has authorised an external security audit
of the software you are currently working on.

• The security audit is performed by Code Audit Inc.

• You know Bob, the contact person at Code Audit Inc.,
from a conference call meeting.

• Bob’s email address is bob@code-audit.org.

• You have exchanged keys with Bob, i.e. you have his
public key in your keychain.
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Please click “Next” to continue with the study.

<new page>

In the next step of this study you will see an email opened in
Thunderbird. Inspect it to determine whether its signature is
legitimate or not. After having inspected the email, please
close the Thunderbird window to proceed with the study.
Remember: all emails are independent of each other and
should be rated in isolation.

In this part of the study, please vocalize your thoughts and
explain your actions while looking at the emails. Talk out
loud constantly telling everything you are thinking, beginning
from the moment you see the first email up to the point when
you have made your decision regarding the legitimacy of the
last of the emails. Please try to not plan out what you are
going to say and do not try to explain your thoughts. Just act
as if you were alone in the room and talking to yourself.

Please close this browser window now to proceed to the email.
This will also start the recording of your voice and the inter-
action on screen.

A.3 Assessment of Eight (8) Emails Regard-
ing Their Signatures’ Legitimacy

1. Is the signature of the previously inspected email legiti-
mate?

# Yes, the signature is legitimate
# No, the signature is not legitimate

2. Is there anything else you want to tell us with respect to
the email you saw?
Note here e.g. if you have closed the windows prema-
turely (i.e. before finishing inspecting the email).

<Multiline free text form.>

A.4 Closing Questionnaire
A.4.1 SA6

3. On a scale of “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”,
rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
<Likert items from (1) “Strongly Disagree” to (5) “Strongly
Agree”>

• I am extremely knowledgeable about all the steps needed
to keep my online data and accounts safe.

• I am extremely motivated to take all the steps needed to
keep my online data and accounts safe.

• I often am interested in articles about security threats.
• I seek out opportunities to learn about security measures

that are relevant to me.
• Generally, I diligently follow a routine about security

practices.
• I always pay attention to experts’ advice about the steps

I need to take to keep my online data and accounts safe.

A.4.2 RSebis

4. To what extent do following statements apply to you?
<Likert items from (1) “Never” to (5) “Always”>

• I use a PIN or passcode to unlock my mobile phone.

• I include special characters in my password even if it’s
not required.

• When browsing websites, I mouseover links to see where
they go, before clicking them.

• If I discover a security problem, I fix or report it rather
than assuming somebody else will.

• When I’m prompted about a software update, I install it
right away.

• I use different passwords for different accounts that I
have.

• I set my computer screen to automatically lock if I don’t
use it for a prolonged period of time.

• I try to make sure that the programs I use are up-to-date.

• When I create a new online account, I try to use a pass-
word that goes beyond the site’s minimum requirements.

• I manually lock my computer screen when I step away
from it.

• I change my passwords even if it is not needed.

• I use a password/passcode to unlock my laptop or tablet.

• I know what website I’m visiting by looking at the URL
bar, rather than by the website’s look and feel.

• I verify that information will be sent securely (e.g., SSL,
“https://”, a lock icon) before I submit it to websites.

• I verify that my anti-virus software has been regularly
updating itself.

• When someone sends me a link, I open it only after
verifying where it goes.

A.4.3 Debriefing

Thank you for participating in this study!

The study is now finished, please contact the experimenter
to receive a debriefing and ask any potential questions you
might have.
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B Code Book

USED CHECKS: Alternative Message Views, Banner In-
dicator, Banner Position, Banner Signer, Compare Signer
to Sender, Crypto Algorithms, Fingerprint, GUI Behaves
Unexpectedly, Header Information, Key Creation Date, Key
is in Keyring, Key Property Trust Statement, Key Validity,
Keyring, Letter Icon Status, Mail Content, Mail is Classified
as Junk, Mail is Encrypted, Mail Source, Security Info State-
ment, Sender’s Key, Signature Date, Signer’s Key is Signed
with Own Key;
PROPOSED CHECKS: Compare Fingerprint to Known
One, Fingerprint, Key Revocation, Keyring, Mail Source,
Recheck with GPG on Command Line, Out of Band Veri-
fication, Signature Date;
USEFULNESS: Indeterminate, Neutral, Right Direction,
Wrong Direction;
DECISION: False Illegitimate, False Legitimate, True Ille-
gitimate, True Legitimate;
PERCEPTION: Email is encrypted, I might fall for this
in real life, I might fall for this in a study, No distinction of
Thunderbird and Enigmail, Not sure why Thunderbird trusts
signature, Uncertainty leads to mistrust;
PROBLEM: Bad GUI design, Does not know what to do,
GUI target too small, Misleading GUI, Unable to locate
desired option, Unhelpful information;
VALIDITY: Check possible due to study setting, Check
potentially failed due to study setting, Checks intensively

C Email Test Cases

Any email consist of a set of headers and a payload. The
test emails had the following headers: Received, To, From,
Subject, Message-ID, Date, User-Agent, MIME-Version,
and Content-Type. From these headers, only To, From,
Subject, and Date, are used by Thunderbird in the graphical
UI. Other headers are only available by additional configura-
tion or when viewing the raw email source.

In the eight provided test cases, only the Content-Type
could differ, in order to use different body payloads. In other
words, only the email body is relevant to discern legitimate
from illegitimate emails in our study. All (irrelevant) headers
were set to “sane” defaults, such that no participant focused
(nor were misguided) by missing or incorrect headers.

The following email serves as a template for all email test
cases:

Received: ... // irrelevant
To: alice@securepay24.de
From: bob@code-audit.org
Subject: Upcoming Security Audit
Message-ID: ... // irrelevant
Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2020 16:45:59 +0100
User-Agent: ... // irrelevant
MIME-Version: ... // irrelevant
Content-Type: {}

{}

Although the actual payload differed, the Thunderbird UI
always showed the following text in its main window:

Dear Alice ,

as discussed in our last meeting , the security audit is
about to start.
Could you please provide me with access to the source
code for your project on github?

My user id is: bob-49

Greetings
Bob

C.1 Email Test Case: Legitimate
A legitimately signed email. The root Content-Type is
multipart/signed and the payload was correctly signed
with the key of bob@code-audit.org.

C.2 Email Test Case: Broken Signature
This test recreates an email with a broken signature. It only
differs from the legitimate email by a non-functional change
to the MIME boundary. In effect, Thunderbird is not able to
correctly verify the signature anymore, but the signer is still
bob@code-audit.org.

C.3 Email Test Case: UI Redressing
An email without a cryptographic signature at all. HTML
and CSS were used to mimic Enigmail’s “green bar.” The
bar is not clickable, but otherwise a pixel-perfect copy of
the original Enigmail bar. It resizes when Thunderbird is
resized. However, the position of the bar differs from Enig-
mail. In Enigmail versions below 2.0.8 the bar was below
Thunderbird’s header area, and this placement is used in this
test mail. However, Enigmail has since changed the position
of the green bar to be above Thunderbird’s header area. The
source code was obfuscated to hide the HTML and CSS ele-
ments (via base64), and the MIME boundary was set to --PGP
SIGNED MESSAGE--- to pretend that OpenPGP was used in
some form. Due to the required images, the source code was
substantially longer compared to the legitimate email.

Reasoning We obfuscated the source code to redirect our
participants to focus on the Enigmail elements, since prior
participants at 36c3 classified the email as illegitimate as soon
as they saw the HTML source code.

C.4 Email Test Case: Sender is not Signer
This email is equal to the legitimate email except for the
OpenPGP signature. Here, the email was signed with the key
of celine@example.org, instead of bob@code-audit.org.
However, the From header still states that the email is from
bob@code-audit.org. This test is motivated by the fact
that OpenPGP signatures are traditionally not bound to the
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From header. In S/MIME, this check is conducted by the
email client, and we anticipated this discrepancy as a potential
source of confusion.

C.5 Email Test Case: Sender is not Signer 2
This email is equal to the signer-vs-sender email but the
signer uses a typo-domain bob@code-audil.org, instead
of bob@code-audit.org (note the ‘l’ instead of ‘t’).

This test is motivated by the fact, that newer technologies
such as Autocrypt, WKD, etc. may automatically import
OpenPGP keys into the local key ring. Here, we test the
phase after automatic inclusion. In other words, the key of
bob@code-audil.org is trusted. To prevent that a partici-
pant spots this key in a prior test, this key is only contained in
the key ring during the period of this test.

D GnuPG Key Ring

The GnuPG keyring contained the following trusted keys:

• Alice <alice@securepay24.de>

• Bob <bob@code-audit.org>

• Celine <celine@example.org>

• David <david@example.org>

• Ezra <ezra@code-audit.org>

• Farah <farah@example.org>

• Garrett <garrett@code-audit.org>

• Hoy <hoy@example.org>

• Iva <iva@example.org>

• Joon <joon@code-audit.org>

• Kemina <kemina@example.org>

Additionally, during runtime of the Sender is not Signer2 case,
Bob <bob@code-audil.org> (note the “l”) was added as a
trusted key to the key ring.

E Screenshot of the new Thunderbird inter-
face for the Broken-Signature case

Figure 9: Broken-Signature email in Thunderbird 91.5.0.
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